Fisherman on a river in China
Rather than wait for opportunity to present
itself cordially at its front door, the Nuu-chahnulth Seafood Development Corporation
(NSDC) bypassed traditional courtship
rituals and knocked on the Tiger’s door first.
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With the help of Pasco
Seafood, NSDC coordinator
Roy Alexander was hard at
work in China, hunting down
potential trading relationships
between Nuu-chah-nulth
Nations and the Asian business
giant.
NSDC is working to build a strong
Nuu-chah-nulth fishing industry,
investing in the future of Nuuchah-nulth First Nations and
West Coast communities.
Alexander’s trip to China
focused on sourcing
opportunities that would be
mutually beneficial for both
Nuu-chah-nulth Nations and
Chinese trading partners.
After meeting with potential
clients in several different
cities, Alexander reported
that he is optimistic about
future ventures in China.
“Shanghai is a city where all
people are seafood lovers.
With the right product,
marketing will depend on
world pricing, and of course,
quality.”

Peter Yeung and Roy Alexander
On a visit to the Pan Fish facility in Shanghai,
Alexander was pleased to see sanitation
practices such as disinfecting foot baths and
air locks that vacuum potential contaminants
from clothing. China, despite a reputation
as a difficult country in which to conduct
business, is making headway in modernizing
for international trade. At the Pan Fish plant,
Alexander saw Canadian fish being value-added,
as they were sectioned and repacked for both
restaurant and institutional use. He also saw BC
tuna being properly handled and an extensive
salmon smoking operation.
Alexander met with Chinese national
supermarket chain giant Lotus Supermarket
administration in Shanghai and left samples of
T’seepin (Pacific Sardine). Lotus Supermarket
works closely with Pan Fish and is currently
seeking further opportunities for Nuu-chah-nulth
in China, concentrating primarily on shellfish
and other fresh products.
Alexander believes that this “fresh” focus could
be a perfect fit for relations between NSDC and
China in future.
Pan Fish has its fins in lots of other pots, too,
as Alexander discovered. Pan Fish supplies
Kentucky Fried Chicken in China with pink
and chum salmon for “fish fingers” (similar
to Canada’s popular fast-food, “chicken
nuggets”). Alexander was in Shanghai for the
launch of this menu item and watched as the
fingers practically swam out of the restaurants
themselves due to high customer demand. With
the success of the fish fingers product launch,
Pan Fish solidified several food concession
distribution contracts for the Olympic Games in
China this year.
Later in his visit, Pan Fish helped Alexander
meet other potential business partners for
the NSDC by providing booth space at the
annual International Seafood Show in Dalian.
Alexander was able to network and leave

Roy at the Pan Fish facility
contact information with other seafood buyers
and processors at the conference.
An exciting result of Alexander’s China
visit was a meeting with Peter Yeung, the
entrepreneur who was instrumental in the
development of ginseng farming in interior
British Columbia. Yeung helped to develop
and implement a unique technology that grows
ginseng in B.C. despite the inhospitable growing
conditions.
“With the cooperation of Canadian officials, “
Yeung says, “it may be possible to cultivate sea
cucumbers in B.C. near the shore without any
environmental impact.” Yeung is planning to
visit Nuu-chah-nulth communities with NSDC
in February to look at sea cucumber culture and
to discuss other opportunities.
Alexander and NSDC are developing business
relationships with Chinese companies with
optimism and an open door.

China Fisheries & Seafood
Expo 2007
This is Asia’s largest seafood show,
China Fisheries & Seafood Expo has
grown to be one of the world’s largest
events for the international seafood
industry. China Fisheries & Seafood
Expo 2007, which was held in Dalian,
featured 850 exhibiting companies
from 35 countries and more than 1,600
booths,
Each year, China Fisheries & Seafood
Expo attracts more than 15,000
seafood buyers from 80 countries.
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